this book discusses the new technologies of semantic transforming the way we use information and knowledge provided by publisher the sourcing and recruitment community has come a long way from what it used to be 20 years back and as recently as 5 years back and the amount of technology changes has kept everyone on the tenterhooks the methods that you would adopt or boolean strings that used to work today may not work tomorrow and there is a constant learning curve to keep oneself updated and also brings a healthy level of competition among individuals eager to show their wares the volume based or niche skills hiring has become a race to the finish the individuals with the super sourcing as well as relationship management skills tend to be more often than not the winners in the end the recruitment community looks to find the needle in the haystack every day to find the right candidate to fulfill the hiring manager mandate the ever bulging stock of search strings productivity tricks and their ways of thinking they implement are a stuff of legend the tools do not make a sourcer or recruiter but they should always be seen as an assistant to free up their time for more productive conversations with prospective candidates this exercise is an attempt to equip the talent acquisition community with the various ways and methods to optimize their time and find the relevant information trends movers and shakers etc to be better prepared to find relevant candidates for their clients internal or external it is by no means an exhaustive list but a start nonetheless master index of all forms litigation tools response letters and exhibits grouped by resource type and then item number does not
include member subscription library content the judicial resource book on violence against women for asia
deepens our understanding of the forms of vawg and raises awareness of the role that the judiciary can play
in tackling them it can be used by judicial officers and other professionals to promote justice and fairness in
the judicial process for women who have been victims of violence across the ages technological
developments have been accelerated by the military this results from the fact that able bodied vibrant youths
are generally involved and are also exposed to high tech training prevailing at their times for assignments
defence and security that are essential but not desired they form the armed forces for the nations such brilliant
military officers like caesar and napoleon made their marks and in contemporary times the armed forces of
united states france britain australia etc are making remarkable contributions to technological developments
such infrastructure as the internet the gps and the cell phones are products that have significant military
contributions this book scans across the major regions of the world highlights the efforts of representative
countries in the regions and observes that nations that have harnessed the efforts of their armed forces have
progressively developed it is also observed that developments in america and europe though not entirely
dependent on their armed forces have been greatly affected by their efforts in asia such countries as the
people’s republic of china brazil india pakistan and singapore utilise the human and material resources within
the armed forces for national growth and cohesion development effort is least in the african region except
south africa and egypt notwithstanding the high potentials as exhibited by nigeria’s armed forces although
attempts to industrialise through the armed forces may be able to create economic development for
developing nations such factors as historical background economic resources political climate government
policies and infrastructure are equally important economic development programme of an aspiring country
should i promote education and access to knowledge ii aspire to economic self sufficiency in economic
power iii allow and promote private sector and foreign participation in defence production research and
development iv commit itself to the establishment and support of defence industries v indigenise defence programmes establish a balance between military and economic development and vi mobilise the nation s economy through technology partnership with the private sector and foreign investors in this book 25 authors from the global south 19 and the global north 6 address conflicts security peace gender environment and development four parts cover i peace research epistemology ii conflicts families and vulnerable people iii peacekeeping peacebuilding and transitional justice and iv peace and education part i deals with peace ecology transformative peace peaceful societies gandhi s non violent policy and disobedient peace part ii discusses urban climate change climate rituals conflicts in kenya the sexual abuse of girls farmer herder conflicts in nigeria wartime sexual violence facing refugees the traditional conflict and peacemakingprocess of kurdish tribes hindustani family shame and communication with roma part iii analyses norms of peacekeeping violent non state actors in brazil the art of peace in mexico grass roots post conflict peacebuilding in sulawesi hydrodiplomacy in the indus river basin the rohingya refugee crisis and transitional justice part iv assesses sdgs and peace in india peace education in nepal and infrastructure based development and peace in west papua peer reviewed texts prepared for the 27th conference of the international peace research association ipra in 2018 in ahmedabad in india contributions from two pioneers of global peace research a foreword by johan galtung from norway and a preface by betty reardon from the united states innovative case studies by peace researchers on decolonising conflicts security peace gender environment and development in the anthropocene the new epoch of earth and human history new theoretical perspectives by senior and junior scholars from europe and latin america on peace ecology transformative peace peaceful societies and gandhi s non violence policy case studies on climate change sdgs and peace in india conflicts in kenya nigeria south sudan turkey brazil and mexico roma in hungary the refugee crisis in bangladesh peace action in indonesia and india pakistan and peace education in nepal this book pleads for a refocus of the
international humanitarian law proportionality rule to enhance civilian protection request a free 30 day online trial to this title at sagepub com freetrial the three volume encyclopedia of consumer culture covers consuming societies around the world from the age of enlightenment to the present and shows how consumption has become intrinsic to the world’s social economic political and cultural landscapes offering an invaluable interdisciplinary approach this reference work is a useful resource for researchers in sociology political science consumer science global studies comparative studies business and management human geography economics history anthropology and psychology the first encyclopedia to outline the parameters of consumer culture the encyclopedia of consumer culture provides a critical scholarly resource on consumption and consumerism over time some of the topics included are theories and concepts socio economic change i.e. social mobility socio demographic change i.e. immigration aging identity and social differentiation i.e. social networks media i.e. broadcast media style and taste i.e. fashion youth culture mass consumptions i.e. retail culture ethical consumption i.e. social movements civil society i.e. consumer advocacy environment i.e. sustainability domestic consumption i.e. childhood supermarkets leisure i.e. sport tourism technology i.e. planned obsolescence work i.e. post industrial society production i.e. post fordism global economy markets i.e. branding institutions i.e. religion welfare i.e. reform distribution of resources urban life i.e. suburbs this two volume set lncs 10911 and 10912 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th international conference on cross cultural design ccd 2018 held as part of hci international 2018 in las vegas nv usa in july 2018 the total of 1170 papers and 195 posters included in the 30 hci 2018 proceedings volumes was carefully reviewed and selected from 4373 submissions the 37 regular papers presented in this volume were organized in topical sections named culture learning and games culture and creativity cross cultural design for social change and development the book discusses india’s evolving deterrent force posturing in south asia under the conceptual essentials of nuclear revolution when it comes to various
combinations of conventional and nuclear forces development and the strategic implications it intentionally or unintentionally poses for the south asian region the book talks about how the contemporary restructuring of india s deterrent force posture affects india s nuclear strategy in general and how this in turn could affect the policies of its adversaries china and pakistan in particular authors discuss the motivations of such posturing that broadly covers india s restructuring of its nuclear draft doctrine dnd the ballistic missile development program including that of its ballistic missile defence bmd system and the possibility of conflicts between china india and india pakistan given their transforming strategic force postures and their recurring adversarial behavior against each other in the southern asian region a fascinating timely and often disturbing history of how underground do it yourself weapons manuals have influenced violent radicalism and how the state has responded the yearbook on international investment law policy 2011 2012 monitors current developments in international investment law and policy focusing on recent trends and issues in foreign direct investment fdi this edition also discusses regulatory and policy developments regarding fdis in extractive industries integrating business management processes volume 3 harmonising quality food safety and environmental processes 978 0 367 48547 4 shelving guide business management the backbone of any organisation is its management system it must reflect the needs of the organisation and the requirements of its customers compliance with legal requirements and ethical environmental practices contributes towards the sustainability of the management system whatever the state of maturity of the management this book one of three provides useful guidance to design implement maintain and improve its effectiveness and is intended to provide readers with practical how to methods for integrating quality safety and environmental management processes this volume sets out procedures and flowcharts to show how the integration of these processes can be achieved separated into management procedures core procedures support procedures and assurance procedures and complemented by practical examples this book is an invaluable resource for complete
systems development and integration this book along with its two companion volumes is a practical guide for real managers designed to help them manage their business more effectively and gain competitive advantage. Titus de Silva is a consultant in management skills development, pharmacy practice, quality management, and food safety and an advisor to the newly established national medicines regulatory authority NMRA in Sri Lanka. As the developed world continues to become more digitized, lesser developed areas are starting to see more technological advancements being integrated into their society. These advancements are creating opportunities to improve both the economy and the lives of people within these areas. Information technology integration for socio-economic development features theoretical concepts and best practices in the implementation of new technologies within developing areas around the world, highlighting empirical research on the application of information technologies to bridge the digital divide within different countries. The book is ideally suited for technology developers, managers, and policy makers as the healthcare industry continues to expand. A higher volume of new professionals must be integrated into the field, providing these professionals with a quality education will likewise ensure the further progress and advancements in the medical field. Medical education and ethics concepts, methodologies, tools, and applications present a compendium of contemporary research on educational practices and ethical considerations in the medical industry. This multi-volume work contains pedagogical frameworks, emerging trends, case studies, and technological innovations essential for optimizing medical education initiatives. This comprehensive publication is a pivotal resource for medical professionals, upper level students, researchers, and practitioners. The Instrument and Automation Engineers Handbook (IAEH) is the 1 process automation handbook in the world. Volume one of the fifth edition measurement and safety covers safety sensors and the detectors of physical properties. Measurement and safety is an invaluable resource that describes the detectors used in the measurement of process variables, offering application and method-specific guidance for choosing the best measurement device.
provides tables of detector capabilities and other practical information at a glance contains detailed
descriptions of domestic and overseas products their features capabilities and suppliers including suppliers
web addresses complete with 163 alphabetized chapters and a thorough index for quick access to specific
information measurement and safety is a must have reference for instrument and automation engineers
working in the chemical oil gas pharmaceutical pollution energy plastics paper wastewater food etc industries
about the ebook the most important new feature of the iaeh fifth edition is its availability as an ebook the
ebook provides the same content as the print edition with the addition of thousands of web addresses so that
readers can reach suppliers or reference books and articles on the hundreds of topics covered in the handbook
this feature includes a complete bidders list that allows readers to issue their specifications for competitive
bids from any or all potential product suppliers lifelong liberal kirsten powers blasts the left s forced march
towards conformity in an exposé of the illiberal war on free speech no longer champions of tolerance and free
speech the illiberal left now viciously attacks and silences anyone with alternative points of view powers asks
what ever happened to free speech in america trb s national cooperative freight research program ncfrp report
18 marine highway transport of toxic inhalation hazard materials examines the possibility of transporting
greater volumes of chlorine and anhydrous ammonia shipments via the marine highway system at present
there is no coastwise and only limited inland waterway activity related to either commodity in developing a
business case for increasing chlorine and anhydrous ammonia shipments via the marine highway system the
report addresses market definition return on investment obstacles impacts on other modes and their likely
reactions labor issues environmental concerns risks and lessons learned from international experience this
volume explores the ways that leading scholars of buddhism are updating revising and correcting widely
accepted understandings of and instruction on buddhist traditions each essay presents new insight on
buddhist thought in such a way that it can be easily applied to university and monastic courses this book
examines the international investment agreements and the dispute settlement mechanisms contained therein which bind the Gulf Cooperation Council member states. The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) comprising Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates is complex and unique. Recently, all member states have experienced increasing investor state arbitration claims, while their nationals are increasingly instituting investor state arbitrations to protect their own foreign investments. Intra-GCC disputes, though relatively rare, have also appeared largely as a result of the recent Gulf crisis. While focusing particularly upon the investor state dispute settlement experience of member states as respondents, the book also explores the experiences of their nationals as claimants to determine how they can approach investor state dispute settlement in the future. The book also reflects on existing treaty-making practices, making recommendations for regional-level dispute settlement to improve upon investor state dispute settlement outcomes.

This book provides a detailed analysis of the global investor state dispute settlement regime and international investment agreements and it will be of interest to students, academics, and practitioners with an interest in international investment law and arbitration. A study guide for Theodore Roethke's Dolor excerpted from Gale's acclaimed poetry for students includes plot summary, character analysis, author biography, study questions, historical context, suggestions for further reading, and much more. For all of your research needs, catastrophic disasters occurring in 2011 in the United States and worldwide from the tornado in Joplin, Missouri, to the earthquake and tsunami in Japan, to the earthquake in New Zealand, have demonstrated that even prepared communities can be overwhelmed. In 2009, at the height of the influenza A H1N1 pandemic, the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response at the Department of Health and Human Services, along with the Department of Veterans Affairs and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, asked the Institute of Medicine (IOM) to convene a committee of experts to develop national guidance for use by state and local public health officials and health sector agencies and...
institutions in establishing and implementing standards of care that should apply in disaster situations both naturally occurring and man made under conditions of scarce resources building on the work of phase one which is described in iom s 2009 letter report guidance for establishing crisis standards of care for use in disaster situations the committee developed detailed templates enumerating the functions and tasks of the key stakeholder groups involved in crisis standards of care csc planning implementation and public engagement state and local governments emergency medical services ems hospitals and acute care facilities and out of hospital and alternate care systems crisis standards of care provides a framework for a systems approach to the development and implementation of csc plans and addresses the legal issues and the ethical palliative care and mental health issues that agencies and organizations at each level of a disaster response should address please note this report is not intended to be a detailed guide to emergency preparedness or disaster response what is described in this report is an extrapolation of existing incident management practices and principles crisis standards of care is a seven volume set volume 1 provides an overview volume 2 pertains to state and local governments volume 3 pertains to emergency medical services volume 4 pertains to hospitals and acute care facilities volume 5 pertains to out of hospital care and alternate care systems volume 6 contains a public engagement toolkit and volume 7 contains appendixes with additional resources the effect of long term thermal exposure on plastics and elastomers second edition brings together a wide range of essential data on the effect of long term thermal exposure on plastics and elastomers second edition brings together a wide range of essential data on the effect of long term thermal exposure on plastics and elastomers this second edition has been thoroughly revised to include the latest data and materials this highly valuable handbook will support engineers product designers r d professionals and scientists who are working on plastics products or parts for high temperature environments across a range of industries this readily available data will make it easy for practitioners to learn about plastic materials and their long term thermal exposure without having to search the general literature or depend on suppliers this
book will also be of interest to researchers and advanced students in plastics engineering polymer processing coatings and materials science and engineering provides essential data and practical guidance for engineers and scientists working with plastics in high temperature environments includes introductory chapters on the effect of heat aging and testing methods providing the underpinning knowledge required to utilize the data covers a wide range of commercial polymer classes that are updated to include the latest developments in plastics materials asian populations are among some of the fastest growing cultural groups in the us this book is a comprehensive guide to serving library users from 24 specific asian countries it begins with a broad overview of how libraries can better serve asian communities and then devotes a chapter to each country providing wealth of valuable resources renewable energy resources is a numerate and quantitative text it covers the many renewables technologies implemented worldwide by harnessing sustainable resources mitigating pollution and climate change and providing cost effective services this fourth edition is extensively updated by john twidell with global developments as underpinned by fundamental analysis and illustrated by case studies and worked examples efficiency of end use and cost effectiveness is emphasized each chapter begins with fundamental scientific theory and then considers applications environmental impact and socio economic aspects before concluding with quick questions for self revision problems and new exercises basic theory underlying the technologies is covered in succinct reviews of electrical power fluid dynamics heat transfer and solid state physics common symbols and cross referencing apply throughout essential data are tabulated in appendices renewable energy resources supports multidisciplinary master s degrees in science and engineering and specialist modules at undergraduate level practicing scientists and engineers will find it a useful introductory text and reference book this book examines economic transfers across generations and genders from a european perspective it addresses key challenges that contemporary societies face in regards to ageing welfare sustainability and intergenerational and gender equity coverage
also offers important insights into an often invisible side of the economy namely the contribution of women who because of the gender contract largely engage in unpaid work in the household the book presents a detailed analysis of resource reallocation across population members in Italy which encompasses the age and the gender perspective the public and the private sector and the market and non market dimensions of the Italian economy this innovative and comprehensive case study presents valuable information on how intergenerational obligations are split between the family and the state the author also explores the possible economic consequences of future ageing by using demographic projections and estimated age profiles of production and consumption by incorporating services originating from unpaid work in its analysis this monograph corrects the traditional under evaluation of the ways homemakers contribute to the economy and offers an important addition to studies on generational economy the national transfer accounts project in particular the methods presented inside though using data specific to Italy are relevant for all European countries and will appeal to readers with an interest in welfare studies and policies learning to teach using ICT in the secondary school offers teachers of all subjects a comprehensive practical introduction to the extensive possibilities that ICT offers pupils teachers and schools under pinned by the latest theory and research it provides practical advice and guidance tried and tested examples and covers a range of issues and topics essential for teachers using ICT to improve teaching and learning in their subject the third edition has been fully updated in light of rapid changes in the field of both ICT and education and includes six brand new chapters key topics covered include theories of learning and ICT effective pedagogy for effective ICT using the interactive whiteboard to support whole class dialogue special needs and e inclusion literacy and new literacies new multi play digital games and on line virtual worlds new mobile learning new e safety supporting international citizenship through ICT new linking home and school ICT tools for administration and monitoring pupil progress new tools for professional development including case studies and tasks to support your own
learning as well as ideas and activities to use with all your students learning to teach using ict in the secondary school is a vital source of support and inspiration for all training teachers as well those looking to improve their knowledge if you need a guide to using ict in the classroom or for professional support start with this book the publication intends to demonstrate and illustrate important steps and lessons learned to take into account when developing a climate change adaptation strategy for water management in the basin or transboundary context it aims to compile analyse publish and disseminate lessons learned and good practices on water and adaptation to climate change in transboundary basins it includes lessons learnt and good practices from the programme of pilot projects under the unece convention on the protection and use of transboundary watercourses and international lakes implemented since 2010 in cooperation with partner organizations such as osce and undp in the framework of the environment and security initiative it also includes lessons and examples from numerous other organizations working on water and climate change in transboundary basins such as the international union for conservation of nature iucn the global water partnership and many others people currently live in a digital age in which technology is now a ubiquitous part of society it has become imperative to develop and maintain a comprehensive understanding of emerging innovations and technologies information and technology literacy concepts methodologies tools and applications is an authoritative reference source for the latest scholarly research on techniques trends and opportunities within the areas of digital literacy highlighting a wide range of topics and concepts such as social media professional development and educational applications this multi volume book is ideally designed for academics technology developers researchers students practitioners and professionals interested in the importance of understanding technological innovations in modern america talk radio host levin argues the civil society is being steadily devoured by a ubiquitous federal government but as the government grows into an increasingly authoritarian and centralized federal leviathan many parents continue to tolerate if not
enthusiastically champion grievous public policies that threaten their children and successive generations with a grim future at the hands of a brazenly expanding and imploding entitlement state poised to burden them with massive debt mediocre education waves of immigration and a deteriorating national defense levin's latest book is an appeal to reason and audacity one intended for all americans but particularly the rising generation younger people must find the personal strength and will to break through the cycle of statist manipulation unrelenting emotional overtures and the pressure of groupthink which are humbling dispiriting and absorbing them to stand up against the heavy hand of centralized government which if left unabated will assuredly condemn them to economic and societal calamity get up to speed with the latest developments in automotive ethernet technology and implementation with this fully revised second edition principles of marketology volume 2 focuses on the practical aspect and demonstrates the applications of marketology referring to market orientation internal marketing business market and competitive analysis concepts and techniques then the modern marketology and its developments in the future are discussed at the of this volume as the appendix a handbook of marketology is presented in which a practical manual including simple and summarized descriptions of different needed parts and worksheets for executing marketology in an organization is depicted what is a better community how can we reconfigure places and transport networks to create environmentally friendly economically sound and socially just communities how can we meet the challenges of growing pollution depleting fossil fuels rising gasoline prices traffic congestion traffic fatalities increased prevalence of obesity and lack of social inclusion the era of car based planning has led to the disconnection of people and place in developed countries and is rapidly doing so in the developing countries of the global south the unfolding mega trend in technological innovation while adding new patterns of future living and mobility in the cities will question the relevance of face to face connections what will be the glue that holds communities together in the future to build better communities and to build better cities we need to
reconnect people and places connecting places connecting people offers a new paradigm for place making by reordering urban planning principles from prioritizing movement of vehicles to focusing on places and the people who live in them numerous case studies including many from developing countries in the global south illustrate how this can be realized or fallen short of in practical terms importantly citizens need to be engaged in policy development to connect with each other and with government agencies to measure the connectivity attributes of places and the success of strategies to meet the needs an audit tool is offered for a continual quantitative and qualitative evaluation technology is at the heart of learning for all of us and every teacher needs to be using social media mobile technologies and transformational digital learning opportunities as an integral part of their range of strategies for helping students make the maximum progress in this book in the perfect series mark anderson the ict evangelist takes the technology related elements of all the recent subject reports from ofsted and using them offers clear and practical strategies that are proven to be successful in classrooms and offers up ideas for how they can be turned into a daily reality for all teachers the weeks following the attacks of september 11 2001 were traumatic for nearly every american but for some the answers they received from the media and the government to explain the horrific events was not satisfactory accusations of cover ups internal plots and sabotage from within the ranks of the u s government were and continue to be not uncommon but compelling evidence contrary to the accepted narrative has for some skeptics been lacking this investigation into the events of that day reveals dark secrets about united states sponsored terrorism taking highly complex technical and scientific information and distilling it for the consumption of the lay person this inquiry attempts to reveal the truth behind that infamous day this book examines the political and legal challenges of instating criminal prosecutions by international tribunals since their reestablishment a half century after the international military tribunals at nuremberg and tokyo legal nurse consulting principles and practices fourth edition provides foundational knowledge on the specialty
nursing practice of legal nurse consulting legal nurse consulting is defined and essential information about the practice is discussed history certification scope and standards of practice and ethical and liability considerations the essentials of the law and medical records are explored analysis of the various types of legal cases on which legal nurse consultants work is provided as are other practice areas for legal nurse consultants the various roles and skills of legal nurse consultants are explored and the textbook concludes with discussion of the ways in which legal cases are adjudicated this volume allows nurses to bridge the gap from their clinical experience to the unfamiliar territory of the legal world with practical advice on topics including tactics for being cross examined in the courtroom and investigative and analytical techniques for medical records individual chapters by subject matter experts focus on the full range of legal medical and business issues that new or experienced legal nurse consultants and nurse experts will encounter in their work a nuanced look at the realities and complexities of toxic torts medical malpractice cases civil rights in correctional healthcare erisa and hmo litigation and other practice areas is offered suitable for experienced nurses studying for certification as legal nurse consultants and for expert witnesses practitioners seeking to expand their current legal nurse roles and other healthcare and legal practitioners the recording industry has famously been transformed by technology throughout its entire history the book presents an analysis of these changes using porter’s five forces model the author highlights the evolution of buyers and suppliers power the emergence of new competitors product innovation and rivalry between companies in the industry driven by economic political social and legal factors as an early mover in the social diffusion of copyright sensitive content the recording industry reflected in this book serves as an important reference for the analysis of other cultural and creative sectors just how much black money is there in india estimates vary from 10 per cent to 20 per cent of our gdp conservatively rs 15 lakh crore 10 per cent of rs 150 lakh crore our gdp in 2016 17 as for indian money in tax havens around the world around rs 65 lakh crore truly astounding figures black
money or kala dhan is a topic that has elicited much debate in recent times. This has been mostly marked by mudslinging and name calling and the discussions that have ensued often have no basis in fact. While most people have a hazy notion of black money, only a few understand it in its entirety. The issue of tax havens is perhaps even more misunderstood. Most people fail to see the connection between tax havens and black money. Black money and tax havens is the first work that discusses both of these issues in depth and offers a 360-degree view to the reader. In this work, R. Vaidyanathan provides the reader with a brief overview of black money. Its generation, its estimates, and how and why it is spirited away to tax havens. He also lays bare the danger that is posed to world financial well-being on account of the lack of political will to tackle these issues. A unique and timely work, this book packs in much information in an accessible manner.

Radio frequency identification (RFID) is a method of remotely storing and receiving data using devices called RFID tags. This method brings many real business benefits to today’s organizations. Over the years, RFID research has resulted in many concrete achievements and also contributed to the creation of communities that bring scientists and engineers together with users. This book includes valuable research studies of the experienced scientists in the field of RFID, including most recent developments. The book offers new insights, solutions, and ideas for the design of efficient RFID architectures and applications. While not pretending to be comprehensive, its wide coverage may be appropriate not only for RFID novices but also for engineers, researchers, industry personnel, and all possible candidates to produce new and valuable results in the RFID domain.

**Handbook of Research on Social Dimensions of Semantic Technologies and Web Services**
this book discusses the new technologies of semantic transforming the way we use information and knowledge provided by publisher

Sourcing and Recruitment Handbook

the sourcing and recruitment community has come a long way from what it used to be 20 years back and as recently as 5 years back and the amount of technology changes has kept everyone on the tenterhooks the methods that you would adopt or boolean strings that used to work today may not work tomorrow and there is a constant learning curve to keep oneself updated and also brings a healthy level of competition among individuals eager to show their wares the volume based or niche skills hiring has become a race to the finish the individuals with the super sourcing as well as relationship management skills tend to be more often than not the winners in the end the recruitment community looks to find the needle in the haystack every day to find the right candidate to fulfill the hiring manager mandate the ever bulging stock of search strings productivity tricks and their ways of thinking they implement are a stuff of legend the tools do not make a sourcer or recruiter but they should always be seen as an assistant to free up their time for more productive conversations with prospective candidates this exercise is an attempt to equip the talent acquisition
community with the various ways and methods to optimize their time and find the relevant information trends movers and shakers etc to be better prepared to find relevant candidates for their clients internal or external it is by no means an exhaustive list but a start nonetheless
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master index of all forms litigation tools response letters and exhibits grouped by resource type and then item number does not include member subscription library content

**Judicial Resource Book on Violence Against Women for Asia**

2018-03-19

the judicial resource book on violence against women for asia deepens our understanding of the forms of vawg and raises awareness of the role that the judiciary can play in tackling them it can be used by judicial officers and other professionals to promote justice and fairness in the judicial process for women who have
been victims of violence

The Armed Forces: Instrument of Peace, Strength, Development and Prosperity

2013-05

across the ages technological developments have been accelerated by the military this results from the fact that able bodied vibrant youths are generally involved and are also exposed to high tech training prevailing at their times for assignments defence and security that are essential but not desired they form the armed forces for the nations such brilliant military officers like caesar and napoleon made their marks and in contemporary times the armed forces of united states france britain australia etc are making remarkable contributions to technological developments such infrastructure as the internet the gps and the cell phones are products that have significant military contributions this book scans across the major regions of the world highlights the efforts of representative countries in the regions and observes that nations that have harnessed the efforts of their armed forces have progressively developed it is also observed that developments in america and europe though not entirely dependent on their armed forces have been greatly affected by their efforts in asia such countries as the people s republic of china brazil india pakistan and singapore utilise the human and material resources within the armed forces for national growth and cohesion development effort is least in the african region except south africa and egypt notwithstanding the high potentials as exhibited by nigeria s armed
forces although attempts to industrialise through the armed forces may be able to create economic development for developing nations such factors as historical background economic resources political climate government policies and infrastructure are equally important economic development programme of an aspiring country should i promote education and access to knowledge ii aspire to economic self sufficiency in economic power iii allow and promote private sector and foreign participation in defence production research and development iv commit itself to the establishment and support of defence industries v indigenise defence programmes establish a balance between military and economic development and vi mobilise the nation’s economy through technology partnership with the private sector and foreign investors

Decolonising Conflicts, Security, Peace, Gender, Environment and Development in the Anthropocene

2021-01-25

in this book 25 authors from the global south 19 and the global north 6 address conflicts security peace gender environment and development four parts cover i peace research epistemology ii conflicts families and vulnerable people iii peacekeeping peacebuilding and transitional justice and iv peace and education part i deals with peace ecology transformative peace peaceful societies gandhi’s non violent policy and disobedient peace part ii discusses urban climate change climate rituals conflicts in kenya the sexual abuse of girls farmer herder conflicts in nigeria wartime sexual violence facing refugees the traditional conflict and
Proportionality in International Humanitarian Law

2023-06-30

d this book pleads for a refocus of the international humanitarian law proportionality rule to enhance civilian protection
Encyclopedia of Consumer Culture

2011-09-15

request a free 30 day online trial to this title at sagepub.com freetrial the three volume encyclopedia of consumer culture covers consuming societies around the world from the age of enlightenment to the present and shows how consumption has become intrinsic to the world's social, economic, political and cultural landscapes offering an invaluable interdisciplinary approach this reference work is a useful resource for researchers in sociology, political science, consumer science, global studies, comparative studies, business and management, human geography, economics, history, anthropology, and psychology. The first encyclopedia to outline the parameters of consumer culture, the encyclopedia of consumer culture provides a critical scholarly resource on consumption and consumerism over time. Some of the topics included are theories and concepts, socio-economic change, social mobility, socio-demographic change, immigration, aging, identity, and social differentiation, social networks, media, broadcast media, style, and taste, fashion, culture, youth culture, mass consumptions, retail culture, ethical consumption, social movements, civil society, consumer advocacy, environment, sustainability, domestic consumption, childhood, supermarkets, leisure, sport, tourism, technology, planned obsolescence, work, post-industrial society, production, post-fordism, global economy, markets, branding, institutions, religion, welfare, reform, distribution of resources, urban life, and suburbs.
Cross-Cultural Design. Applications in Cultural Heritage, Creativity and Social Development

2018-07-10

this two volume set lncs 10911 and 10912 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 10th international conference on cross cultural design ccd 2018 held as part of hci international 2018 in las vegas nv usa in july 2018 the total of 1170 papers and 195 posters included in the 30 hcii 2018 proceedings volumes was carefully reviewed and selected from 4373 submissions the 37 regular papers presented in this volume were organized in topical sections named culture learning and games culture and creativity cross cultural design for social change and development

India’s Evolving Deterrent Force Posturing in South Asia

2020-12-16

the book discusses india s evolving deterrent force posturing in south asia under the conceptual essentials of nuclear revolution when it comes to various combinations of conventional and nuclear forces development and the strategic implications it intentionally or unintentionally poses for the south asian region the book
talks about how the contemporary restructuring of India's deterrent force posture affects India's nuclear strategy in general and how this in turn could affect the policies of its adversaries China and Pakistan in particular. Authors discuss the motivations of such posturing that broadly covers India's restructuring of its nuclear draft doctrine and the ballistic missile development program including that of its ballistic missile defence BMD system and the possibility of conflicts between China, India, and India-Pakistan given their transforming strategic force postures and their recurring adversarial behavior against each other in the southern Asian region.

**The Wrong Hands**

2015

A fascinating timely and often disturbing history of how underground do-it-yourself weapons manuals have influenced violent radicalism and how the state has responded.

**Yearbook on International Investment Law & Policy 2011-2012**

2013-03-21
the yearbook on international investment law policy 2011 2012 monitors current developments in international investment law and policy focusing on recent trends and issues in foreign direct investment fdi this edition also discusses regulatory and policy developments regarding fdis in extractive industries

**Integrating Business Management Processes**

2020-08-18

integrating business management processes volume 3 harmonising quality food safety and environmental processes 978 0 367 48547 4 shelving guide business management the backbone of any organisation is its management system it must reflect the needs of the organisation and the requirements of its customers compliance with legal requirements and ethical environmental practices contributes towards the sustainability of the management system whatever the state of maturity of the management this book one of three provides useful guidance to design implement maintain and improve its effectiveness and is intended to provide readers with practical how to methods for integrating quality safety and environmental management processes this volume sets out procedures and flowcharts to show how the integration of these processes can be achieved separated into management procedures core procedures support procedures and assurance procedures and complemented by practical examples this book is an invaluable resource for complete systems development and integration this book along with its two companion volumes is a practical guide for real managers designed to help them manage their business more effectively and gain competitive advantage
Titus de Silva is a consultant in management skills development, pharmacy practice, quality management, and food safety, and an advisor to the newly established National Medicines Regulatory Authority (NMRA) in Sri Lanka.

**Information Technology Integration for Socio-Economic Development**

2016-07-22

As the developed world continues to become more digitized, lesser developed areas are starting to see more technological advancements being integrated into their society. These advancements are creating opportunities to improve both the economy and the lives of people within these areas. Information technology integration for socio-economic development features theoretical concepts and best practices in the implementation of new technologies within developing areas around the world. Highlighting empirical research on the application of information technologies to bridge the digital divide within different countries, the book is ideally suited for technology developers, managers, and policy makers.

**Medical Education and Ethics: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications**
as the healthcare industry continues to expand a higher volume of new professionals must be integrated into the field providing these professionals with a quality education will likewise ensure the further progress and advancements in the medical field medical education and ethics concepts methodologies tools and applications presents a compendium of contemporary research on the educational practices and ethical considerations in the medical industry this multi volume work contains pedagogical frameworks emerging trends case studies and technological innovations essential for optimizing medical education initiatives this comprehensive publication is a pivotal resource for medical professionals upper level students researchers and practitioners

Measurement and Safety

the instrument and automation engineers handbook iaeh is the 1 process automation handbook in the world volume one of the fifth edition measurement and safety covers safety sensors and the detectors of physical properties measurement and safety is an invaluable resource that describes the detectors used in the measurement of process variables offers application and method specific guidance for choosing the best measurement device provides tables of detector capabilities and other practical information at a glance
contains detailed descriptions of domestic and overseas products their features capabilities and suppliers including suppliers web addresses complete with 163 alphabetized chapters and a thorough index for quick access to specific information measurement and safety is a must have reference for instrument and automation engineers working in the chemical oil gas pharmaceutical pollution energy plastics paper wastewater food etc industries about the ebook the most important new feature of the iaeh fifth edition is its availability as an ebook the ebook provides the same content as the print edition with the addition of thousands of web addresses so that readers can reach suppliers or reference books and articles on the hundreds of topics covered in the handbook this feature includes a complete bidders list that allows readers to issue their specifications for competitive bids from any or all potential product suppliers

The Silencing

2015-05-11

lifelong liberal kirsten powers blasts the left s forced march towards conformity in an exposé of the illiberal war on free speech no longer champions of tolerance and free speech the illiberal left now viciously attacks and silences anyone with alternative points of view powers asks what ever happened to free speech in america
Marine Highway Transport of Toxic Inhalation Hazard Materials

2012

trb's national cooperative freight research program ncfrp report 18 marine highway transport of toxic inhalation hazard materials examines the possibility of transporting greater volumes of chlorine and anhydrous ammonia shipments via the marine highway system at present there is no coastwise and only limited inland waterway activity related to either commodity in developing a business case for increasing chlorine and anhydrous ammonia shipments via the marine highway system the report addresses market definition return on investment obstacles impacts on other modes and their likely reactions labor issues environmental concerns risks and lessons learned from international experience

Teaching Buddhism

2017

this volume explores the ways that leading scholars of buddhism are updating revising and correcting widely accepted understandings of and instruction on buddhist traditions each essay presents new insight on buddhist thought in such a way that it can be easily applied to university and monastic courses
this book examines the international investment agreements and the dispute settlement mechanisms contained therein which bind the gulf cooperation council member states the gulf cooperation council gcc comprising bahrain kuwait oman qatar saudi arabia and the united arab emirates is complex and unique recently all member states have experienced increasing investor state arbitration claims while their nationals are increasingly instituting investor state arbitrations to protect their own foreign investments intra gcc disputes though relatively rare have also appeared largely as a result of the recent gulf crisis while focussing particularly upon the investor state dispute settlement experience of member states as respondents the book also explores the experiences of their nationals as claimants to determine how they can approach investor state dispute settlement in the future the book also reflects on existing treaty making practices making recommendations for regional level dispute settlement to improve upon investor state dispute settlement outcomes this book provides a detailed analysis of the global investor state dispute settlement regime and international investment agreements and it will be of interest to students academics and practitioners with an interest in international investment law and arbitration
A Study Guide for Theodore Roethke's "Dolor"

2012-08-26

A study guide for Theodore Roethke's "Dolor" excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Poetry for Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary, character analysis, author biography, study questions, historical context, suggestions for further reading, and much more for any literature project. Trust Poetry for Students for all of your research needs.

Crisis Standards of Care

2021-04-25

catastrophic disasters occurring in 2011 in the United States and worldwide from the tornado in Joplin, Missouri, to the earthquake and tsunami in Japan, to the earthquake in New Zealand have demonstrated that even prepared communities can be overwhelmed. In 2009 at the height of the influenza A h1n1 pandemic, the assistant secretary for preparedness and response at the Department of Health and Human Services, along with the Department of Veterans Affairs and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, asked the Institute of Medicine (IOM) to convene a committee of experts to develop national guidance for use by state and local public health officials and health sector agencies and institutions in establishing and implementing standards.
of care that should apply in disaster situations both naturally occurring and man made under conditions of scarce resources building on the work of phase one which is described in iom s 2009 letter report guidance for establishing crisis standards of care for use in disaster situations the committee developed detailed templates enumerating the functions and tasks of the key stakeholder groups involved in crisis standards of care csc planning implementation and public engagement state and local governments emergency medical services ems hospitals and acute care facilities and out of hospital and alternate care systems crisis standards of care provides a framework for a systems approach to the development and implementation of csc plans and addresses the legal issues and the ethical palliative care and mental health issues that agencies and organizations at each level of a disaster response should address please note this report is not intended to be a detailed guide to emergency preparedness or disaster response what is described in this report is an extrapolation of existing incident management practices and principles crisis standards of care is a seven volume set volume 1 provides an overview volume 2 pertains to state and local governments volume 3 pertains to emergency medical services volume 4 pertains to hospitals and acute care facilities volume 5 pertains to out of hospital care and alternate care systems volume 6 contains a public engagement toolkit and volume 7 contains appendixes with additional resources

The Effect of Long Term Thermal Exposure on Plastics and Elastomers

2019-06-12
the effect of long term thermal exposure on plastics and elastomers second edition brings together a wide range of essential data on the effect of long term thermal exposure on plastics and elastomers enabling engineers to make optimal material choices and design decisions this second edition has been thoroughly revised to include the latest data and materials this highly valuable handbook will support engineers product designers r d professionals and scientists who are working on plastics products or parts for high temperature environments across a range of industries this readily available data will make it easy for practitioners to learn about plastic materials and their long term thermal exposure without having to search the general literature or depend on suppliers this book will also be of interest to researchers and advanced students in plastics engineering polymer processing coatings and materials science and engineering provides essential data and practical guidance for engineers and scientists working with plastics in high temperature environments includes introductory chapters on the effect of heat aging and testing methods providing the underpinning knowledge required to utilize the data covers a wide range of commercial polymer classes that are updated to include the latest developments in plastics materials

Serving Library Users from Asia

2021-11-30

asian populations are among some of the fastest growing cultural groups in the us this book is a comprehensive guide to serving library users from 24 specific asian countries it begins with a broad overview
of how libraries can better serve asian communities and then devotes a chapter to each country providing wealth of valuable resources

**Renewable Energy Resources**

2017-07-28

renewable energy resources is a numerate and quantitative text it covers the many renewables technologies implemented worldwide by harnessing sustainable resources mitigating pollution and climate change and providing cost effective services this fourth edition is extensively updated by john twidell with global developments as underpinned by fundamental analysis and illustrated by case studies and worked examples efficiency of end use and cost effectiveness is emphasized each chapter begins with fundamental scientific theory and then considers applications environmental impact and socio economic aspects before concluding with quick questions for self revision problems and new exercises basic theory underlying the technologies is covered in succinct reviews of electrical power fluid dynamics heat transfer and solid state physics common symbols and cross referencing apply throughout essential data are tabulated in appendices renewable energy resources supports multidisciplinary master s degrees in science and engineering and specialist modules at undergraduate level practicing scientists and engineers will find it a useful introductory text and reference book
The Economic Lifecycle, Gender and Intergenerational Support

2013-10-08

dthis book examines economic transfers across generations and genders from a European perspective. It addresses key challenges that contemporary societies face in regards to ageing, welfare sustainability, and intergenerational and gender equity. Coverage also offers important insights into an often invisible side of the economy: the contribution of women who, because of the gender contract, largely engage in unpaid work in the household. The book presents a detailed analysis of resource reallocation across population members in Italy, which encompasses the age and gender perspective. The public and private sector and the market and non-market dimensions of the Italian economy. This innovative and comprehensive case study presents valuable information on how intergenerational obligations are split between the family and the state. The author also explores the possible economic consequences of future ageing by using demographic projections and estimated age profiles of production and consumption by incorporating services originating from unpaid work in its analysis. This monograph corrects the traditional under-evaluation of the ways homemakers contribute to the economy and offers an important addition to studies on generational economy. The national transfer accounts project in particular the methods presented inside though using data specific to Italy are relevant for all European countries and will appeal to readers with an interest in welfare studies and policies.
Learning to Teach Using ICT in the Secondary School

2015-12-15

learning to teach using ict in the secondary school offers teachers of all subjects a comprehensive practical introduction to the extensive possibilities that ict offers pupils teachers and schools under pinned by the latest theory and research it provides practical advice and guidance tried and tested examples and covers a range of issues and topics essential for teachers using ict to improve teaching and learning in their subject the third edition has been fully updated in light of rapid changes in the field of both ict and education and includes six brand new chapters key topics covered include theories of learning and ict effective pedagogy for effective ict using the interactive whiteboard to support whole class dialogue special needs and e inclusion literacy and new literacies new multi play digital games and on line virtual worlds new mobile learning new e safety supporting international citizenship through ict new linking home and school ict tools for administration and monitoring pupil progress new tools for professional development including case studies and tasks to support your own learning as well as ideas and activities to use with all your students learning to teach using ict in the secondary school is a vital source of support and inspiration for all training teachers as well those looking to improve their knowledge if you need a guide to using ict in the classroom or for professional support start with this book
the publication intends to demonstrate and illustrate important steps and lessons learned to take into account when developing a climate change adaptation strategy for water management in the basin or transboundary context it aims to compile analyse publish and disseminate lessons learned and good practices on water and adaptation to climate change in transboundary basins it includes lessons learnt and good practices from the programme of pilot projects under the unece convention on the protection and use of transboundary watercourses and international lakes implemented since 2010 in cooperation with partner organizations such as osce and undp in the framework of the environment and security initiative it also includes lessons and examples from numerous other organizations working on water and climate change in transboundary basins such as the international union for conservation of nature iucn the global water partnership and many others
people currently live in a digital age in which technology is now a ubiquitous part of society it has become imperative to develop and maintain a comprehensive understanding of emerging innovations and technologies information and technology literacy concepts methodologies tools and applications is an authoritative reference source for the latest scholarly research on techniques trends and opportunities within the areas of digital literacy highlighting a wide range of topics and concepts such as social media professional development and educational applications this multi volume book is ideally designed for academics technology developers researchers students practitioners and professionals interested in the importance of understanding technological innovations

**Plunder and Deceit**

2017-07-13

in modern america talk radio host levin argues the civil society is being steadily devoured by a ubiquitous federal government but as the government grows into an increasingly authoritarian and centralized federal leviathan many parents continue to tolerate if not enthusiastically champion grievous public policies that threaten their children and successive generations with a grim future at the hands of a brazenly expanding and imploding entitlement state poised to burden them with massive debt mediocre education waves of immigration and a deteriorating national defense levin s latest book is an appeal to reason and audacity one intended for all americans but particularly the rising generation younger people must find the personal
strength and will to break through the cycle of statist manipulation unrelenting emotional overtures and the pressure of groupthink which are humbling dispiriting and absorbing them to stand up against the heavy hand of centralized government which if left unabated will assuredly condemn them to economic and societal calamity

**Automotive Ethernet**

2017-04-28

get up to speed with the latest developments in automotive ethernet technology and implementation with this fully revised second edition

**Principles of Marketology, Volume 2**

2017-09-07

principles of marketology volume 2 focuses on the practical aspect and demonstrates the applications of marketology referring to market orientation internal marketing business market and competitive analysis
concepts and techniques then the modern marketology and its developments in the future are discussed at the end of this volume as the appendix a handbook of marketology is presented in which a practical manual including simple and summarized descriptions of different needed parts and worksheets for executing marketology in an organization is depicted

**Connecting Places, Connecting People**

2013-09-26

what is a better community how can we reconfigure places and transport networks to create environmentally friendly economically sound and socially just communities how can we meet the challenges of growing pollution depleting fossil fuels rising gasoline prices traffic congestion traffic fatalities increased prevalence of obesity and lack of social inclusion the era of car based planning has led to the disconnection of people and place in developed countries and is rapidly doing so in the developing countries of the global south the unfolding mega trend in technological innovation while adding new patterns of future living and mobility in the cities will question the relevance of face to face connections what will be the glue that holds communities together in the future to build better communities and to build better cities we need to reconnect people and places connecting places connecting people offers a new paradigm for place making by reordering urban planning principles from prioritizing movement of vehicles to focusing on places and the people who live in them numerous case studies including many from developing countries in the global south illustrate how this
can be realized or fallen short of in practical terms importantly citizens need to be engaged in policy development to connect with each other and with government agencies to measure the connectivity attributes of places and the success of strategies to meet the needs an audit tool is offered for a continual quantitative and qualitative evaluation

**Perfect ICT Every Lesson**

2016-09-01

technology is at the heart of learning for all of us and every teacher needs to be using social media mobile technologies and transformational digital learning opportunities as an integral part of their range of strategies for helping students make the maximum progress in this book in the perfect series mark anderson the ict evangelist takes the technology related elements of all the recent subject reports from ofsted and using them offers clear and practical strategies that are proven to be successful in classrooms and offers up ideas for how they can be turned into a daily reality for all teachers

**Black 9/11**
the weeks following the attacks of september 11 2001 were traumatic for nearly every american but for some the answers they received from the media and the government to explain the horrific events was not satisfactory accusations of cover ups internal plots and sabotage from within the ranks of the u s government were and continue to be not uncommon but compelling evidence contrary to the accepted narrative has for some skeptics been lacking this investigation into the events of that day reveals dark secrets about united states sponsored terrorism taking highly complex technical and scientific information and distilling it for the consumption of the lay person this inquiry attempts to reveal the truth behind that infamous day

**Trials and Tribulations of International Prosecution**

2019-09-03

this book examines the political and legal challenges of instating criminal prosecutions by international tribunals since their reestablishment a half century after the international military tribunals at nuremberg and tokyo
Legal Nurse Consulting Principles and Practices

2023-12-13

legal nurse consulting principles and practices fourth edition provides foundational knowledge on the specialty nursing practice of legal nurse consulting. Legal nurse consulting is defined, and essential information about the practice is discussed. History, certification, scope, and standards of practice, and ethical and liability considerations are examined. The essentials of the law and medical records are explored. Analysis of the various types of legal cases on which legal nurse consultants work is provided. Other practice areas are also considered. The various roles and skills of legal nurse consultants are explored. The textbook concludes with a discussion of the ways in which legal cases are adjudicated. This volume allows nurses to bridge the gap from their clinical experience to the unfamiliar territory of the legal world. With practical advice on topics including tactics for being cross-examined in the courtroom and investigative and analytical techniques for medical records, individual chapters by subject matter experts focus on the full range of legal medical and business issues that new or experienced legal nurse consultants and nurse experts will encounter in their work. A nuanced look at the realities and complexities of toxic torts, medical malpractice cases, civil rights in correctional healthcare, ERISA and HMO litigation, and other practice areas is offered. Suitable for experienced nurses studying for certification as legal nurse consultants and for expert witnesses practitioners seeking to expand their current legal nurse roles and other healthcare and legal practitioners.
Digital Transformation in The Recording Industry

2023-10-23

The recording industry has famously been transformed by technology throughout its entire history. The book presents an analysis of these changes using Porter's five forces model. The author highlights the evolution of buyers and suppliers, power, the emergence of new competitors, product innovation, and rivalry between companies in the industry driven by economic, political, social, and legal factors. As an early mover in the social diffusion of copyright-sensitive content, the recording industry reflected in this book serves as an important reference for the analysis of other cultural and creative sectors.

Black Money and Tax Havens

2011-06-15

Just how much black money is there in India? Estimates vary from 10 per cent to 20 per cent of our GDP. Conservatively, Rs 15 lakh crore, 10 per cent of Rs 150 lakh crore, our GDP in 2016-17. As for Indian money in tax havens around the world, around Rs 65 lakh crore, truly astounding figures. Black money or kala dhan is a topic that has elicited much debate in recent times. This has been mostly marked by mudslinging and name calling, and the discussions that have ensued often have no basis in fact. While most people have a hazy notion of
black money only a few understand it in its entirety the issue of tax havens is perhaps even more misunderstood most people fail to see the connection between tax havens and black money black money and tax havens is the first work that discusses both of these issues in depth and offers a 360 degree view to the reader in this work r vaidyanathan provides the reader with a brief overview of black money its generation its estimates and how and why it is spirited away to tax havens he also lays bare the danger that is posed to world financial well being on account of the lack of political will to tackle these issues a unique and timely work this book packs in much information in an accessible manner

**Designing and Deploying RFID Applications**

radio frequency identification rfid a method of remotely storing and receiving data using devices called rfid tags brings many real business benefits to today world s organizations over the years rfid research has resulted in many concrete achievements and also contributed to the creation of communities that bring scientists and engineers together with users this book includes valuable research studies of the experienced scientists in the field of rfid including most recent developments the book offers new insights solutions and ideas for the design of efficient rfid architectures and applications while not pretending to be comprehensive its wide coverage may be appropriate not only for rfid novices but also for engineers researchers industry personnel and all possible candidates to produce new and valuable results in rfid domain
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